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NCAA reacts to social media reality
he explosion of social
media has dramatically altered the way
in which we communicate in both our
professional and personal lives.
Virtually every industry has
been affected by the digital age
in one way or another. Recruiting
top athletes in the NCAA is no
exception. College recruiting has
taken on a life of its own and has
become increasingly dependent
on technology. Entire websites
are devoted to player statistics
and projecting the futures of
teenage athletes.
Similarly, a coach’s ability to
insta cate with prospects across
vast distances is much different
than just a few years ago. In
apparent recognition of the way
in which player communication
has evolved, the NCAA recently
deregulated text and telephone
calls between college basketball
coaches and recruits.
Prior to this change, NCAA
rules restricted coaches to one
phone call a month from June 15,
after a recruit’s sophomore year,
to July 31, after a recruit’s junior
year. After Aug. 1 of a recruit’s
junior year, a coach was allowed
two phone calls a week. There
were no restrictions on the
number of calls a prospect could
make to a coach. Texting, on the
other hand, was prohibited.
Some criticized the old rule as
unworkable and archaic, noting
that NCAA rules lagged behind
the dynamics of current social
media dynamics. Prohibiting text
communications also restricted
coaches from communicating
with a student population that
has become increasingly dependent on that form of communication. Others argued that
monitoring and tracking telephone calls was too burdensome
and invited situations where
coaches with no ill intentions
technically had violated the
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